
Deep Purple – Now What! 

Deep Purple have never really been a favourite band of mine if I’m honest. I used to find their music 

ok when I was younger but the Concerto for Rock Band and Orchestra has always held my attention; 

not because it’s a great piece of music, but to me, it was a really interesting experiment trying to gel 

two completely different genres together. In fact, opposites 

really. First of all, the problem of ‘dynamic’ differences is quite 

large but also the massive differences in attitude, style and basic 

sound. They just don’t fit together that well if each needs to 

retain its identity. Too often, an orchestra ends up playing a 

pseudo intelligent backing for a band in order to give it more 

‘respect’ or the band tries to play in a ‘classical’ kind of way 

which really stilts them. The two don’t sit together well in my 

opinion. Deep Purple’s concerto retains each genres’ identities 

and even makes use of the massive contrasts available. Jon 

Lord’s last recording of it merges the two well although the 

original big ‘rock’ feel is somewhat compromised and the piece has been mixed into a more 

palatable mix with compromises made from both sides in order to get it to hold together perhaps 

better as  a composition. 

Real old Deep Purple never really did it for me. ‘Child in Time’ was good but once heard, I found that 

I didn’t particularly want to revisit it. Same for a lot of their other stuff for 

me. ‘Speed King’, for me, the same thing. I think for me, it’s not really 

Progressive Rock and more like (American) Rock Music. Hopefully I haven’t 

put you off this review if you are a Purple fan? The reason I hope you’re 

still with me is that this album HAS my attention and Jon’s not there!! 

One thing that I have always liked about Deep Purple was that beautiful, 

soaring Hammond organ of Jon’s. He really knew how to integrate a pig of 

an instrument to play with the band and in my opinion, he was the sound 

that really identified the band for me, just like ELP and the Moog 

synthesiser. Certain sounds become associated with some bands as a 

major factor. 

So this album, with Jon gone was of real interest to me. How was the band going to keep its identity 

without Jon’s soaring solos and effects that he almost invented for the Hammond missing? Now we 

have Steve Morse. Now with Purple fans, this may not have been a popular move? For me, it has 

improved the band. 

It’s not the old classic line up, I know, but hey, things need to change in music or else it stagnates 

and I really don’t have a problem with the personnel on this album. 

Ian Paice, Roger Glover, Steve Morse and Don Airey. Ian’s voice is older and a bit more 

gravelly I guess, Roger on bass Don on keyboards and Steve on guitar. 
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So, the new Album? Great!! 

1. A Simple Song – downbeat at the start. Reminds me of ‘Child in Time’ actually. 

Strings accompany the opening quiet riff. A beautifully played guitar solo with lots 

of pitch bends. ‘Time it does not matter’ are the first words sung by that gravelly 

voice over this laid back opening which is repeating what it played previously. 

Almost as though a different song has started, the band 

launch into a big heavy riff in a different key!! This is 

reminiscent of Led Zep but with that sweeping Hammond 

growling through the mix. Sweeping vocals over the top 

starting on the 7th note of the scale, so it sounds slightly 

‘bluesey.’ The vocals are repeated higher. (Overdubbed btw) 

This doesn’t seem to finish and suddenly it launches into a Jon 

Lord type solo. Every time I hear this, I get such a sad feeling. 

It’s like Jon is there, playing. My feeling is that Don has done 

his homework, big time. Back to vocals and a laid back ending 

with a mellotron playing flute sounds. The piece doesn’t feel 

as though it ends and to me, sounds like a tribute to John. 

2. Weirdistan – Power chords and a heavy bass riff which is joined by lower strings. 

Vocals over the top. This has some weird harmonies and nots played in it that to 

me are not typical of Purple. I feel a ‘Spock’s Beard’ influence. (My imagination?) 

especially in the middle section where it changes key again, suddenly. Then a 

synth solo. (detuned) Again, not typical Purple. It sweeps and 

soars above the riff with glissandos. (Sliding around) Guitar 

lead takes over with lots of reverb and further back in the mix. 

That riff bangs on until the next hook ‘It’s Beautiful’. The music 

starts to faze in and out. Back to the original riff on strings. 

Drums stop, leaving the bass thumping it out on its own. 

3. Out of Hand – Touch of Black Sabbath with the church 

bell – reminds me of Sabbath’s first album where Ozzy 

shrieked out ‘Oh no ........’ Sound effects with a low drone 

followed by a staccato violin sequence. Then another big riff in 

unison. BIG. This is a stomper. I can imagine Ozzy singing 

this!! Then a new section which again, reminds me of Spock’s Beard. Back to the 

riff with the strings playing chords behind. Guitar solo with some syncopated 

string playing behind it. Back to the vocal hook and .... Spock’s Beard? The song 

ends with a bass line that drops on each repeat followed by the riff and a twiddly 

ending! 

4. Hell to Pay – This is more like old Purple to me. It’s an American ‘Rocker’. 

Interesting in that guitar chugs on the left of the mix and the organ screeching on 

the right. Funnily enough, I do actually like this song. It has a great conciseness 

about it and a real directness of old. Simple stuff, but effective. I like the chorus 

too. Nice guitar solo accompanied by the Hammond. The it’s as though Jon’s 

back. Big organ solo while the band play quietly, he screams away. You would 

seriously think it was Jon Lord. It builds and snarls and into an ELP riff followed 

by the vocals. A great Purple type song. 
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5. Body Line – Starts with solo kit. Riffing guitar joins in on extreme left. (annoying 

on headphones) Bass enters followed by Hammond screaming again. Big riff in 

unison. The vocals enter and the band are suddenly in a new key as well. Another 

‘American Rocker’. Guitar solo first on left followed by screeching organ on right 

and the guitar launches into a riff on the left. Great number. 

 

6. Above and Beyond – A low bass/guitar riff with Hammond and synth over the top. 

It starts to move keys with a repeating bass figure below. This gives away to a 

softer section on guitar then the vocals. To me a bit more folksy. I love the way 

that the loud sections seem really loud, but in fact, there’s loads of space in there 

for other sounds to filter though. It’s not just a wall of sound. There’s a synth 

sound under the mix that reminds me of Genesis as well!! 

 

7. Blood from a Stone – In this mix, I feel that the drums are in another room. It’s 

more laid back. Lots of reverb on vocals. Then the big hook where, (as Purple so 

often does) play the same chords/notes in unison. Quite ‘Americanised’ to my 

ears. A bit of ‘slidey’ guitar enters towards the end.  

 

8. Uncommon Man – quiet opening on heavily reverbed guitar only using a pedal. A 

trill builds tension and fades to string pad sounds. A swooping guitar over the top. 

(Reminds me of the wonderful  ‘Focus’ of old) The music sounds tortuous and 

quite serious. It gains momentum until it ends with a brass statement on the 

keyboards which becomes a riff leading to the vocals in harmony. (3 minutes 

in!!!) 5 Minutes in and it all stops for a delicate Hammond solo. This solo really 

reminds me of Jon’s old exercises which he published for Keyboard magazine in 

the 70’s. My guess is that they could be the influence and were my own education 

in a way on the synth and organ when I started. It builds into a guitar led 

sequence and back to vocals. 

 

9. Aprez Vous – Growls from the Hammond lead into a rock sequence. Purple are so 

good at the sequences. Once again, guitar on left and organ screeching in on 

right ears.at 2’50” in there is an ostinato bass line (repeating sequence) with 

these really smooth guitar sounds over the top and various synth electronic 

sounds. Strings take over with an almost ‘classical’ 

melody. The riff in the bass continues. Organ takes off 

and is answered by the guitar. This is almost like a ‘play 

off’. Definitely reminds me of the old Purple. 

 

10. All the Time in the World – a church like opening followed 

by an almost ‘anthem’ like song. Lovely deep bass on this 

track. 

 

11. Vincent Price – Rick Wakeman opening on a Church organ. This is like Rick has 

woken up in a graveyard!! Big bass riff and a spooky theme on the guitar. It’s 

light hearted and honestly reminds me of ‘Thriller’. I think they’re having a bit of 

fun here. 

 

12. It’ll Be Me – this is a bonus track and is good old fashioned rock ‘n roll type stuff, 

full of clichés etc. 
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This is not a typical Purple album but seems to me that there are mixes of styles going 

on and they have perhaps got to a stage where they are moving on to something else. 

Because of this, I like the album. It has mixes and changes contained in it that keep my 

attention rather than the old ‘Americanised’ type rock all through. Ian Gillan is 68, I 

think, now and still sounds great. I think Don Airey has done a genius job on the 

keyboards. He’s in Jon’s shadow and he seems to have integrated some of Jon’s style 

into his own progressive rock background. I really like that. 

I would recommend a listen to this album, although I suspect that hardened Purple fans 

might not be so keen. I enjoyed it a lot with some memories of the old band in there 

added to some new ideas; especially from Don. 
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